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….And then there was #ZOOMLANDIA. When all this happened, 

over spring break, the VDV staff and I, like all other dance studios 

moved to the ZOOM online platform. I have been so impressed 

with our teaching staff on their commitment to finish the season 

strong with amazing challenging classes. I know that the Zoom 

classes were hard for some folks, they have been a challenge for us 

teachers too! Some super positive things that have come from our 

Zoom classes have been...meeting all the pets, parents dancing at 

home with our students, Mac and WL kids connecting in class like 

never before, open mic performance nights, and students coming 

to class 5 days per week. We are also proud of our master classes 

with Stacy J, Michelle Chandler-Smith, Kim Borgaro, Melissa Avery, 

Jacqi Maltby-Michaels Zachary Piser from Dear Even Hansen, and 

more! We are on the finishline to ending strong and proud! We 

thank you for your support!  

ZOOMLANDIA! 
VDV stays  at home, but still rockin’ it!  Not the way we wanted to end the dance season, but students and 

staff made the best of it.  Here are some highlights of the best of the final two months! 

May students of the month, our 
friends Sonya and Michael! This 
brother and sister duo has been 
attending classes every day on 
Zoom. Taking all styles and 

getting "shout outs" from our master teachers too. 
These two have performed a few times on open mic 
night too and....mom Julia is dancing along too! VDV 
secret weapons for sure. Great job you two! Been great 
getting to know you more this month, and you both are 
looking great!  

Students of the Month  

Noel, ZOOMLANDIA April student 

of the month. Noel has been a 

smiling face on our Zoom screen 

this month. She is taking several 

classes.. including vocals and 

performed a solo at our open mic 

night. She even has her parents 

dancing with her on Zoom. Even 

before the quarantine, Noel has been working hard with her 

teammates and continues to...including costume changes for 

classes on zoom. GO NOEL!  

2020/21 Team 

auditions TBA later 

this summer 

Zachary Piser from Dear 
Even Hansen guest 

teacher Voice lessons 

Ukulele lessons 

Master Classes 

And Muffins, one of 

the many Zoom cats... 

Kesavi’s Cat! 

Social  
Distance 
Singing 


